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Abstract

Electromagnetic Coupling Analysis

The direct simultaneous detection of electron (e-) and positron (e+) bunch signals was
successfully performed for the first time by a wideband beam monitor at the e+ capture section
of the SuperKEKB factory [1]. This monitor can measure a time interval between the e- and e+
bunches, their bunch lengths, bunch intensities, and transverse beam positions, depending on the
phase of accelerating structures. For this purpose, a new beam monitor with wideband pickups
simply using SMA feedthroughs and a wideband detection system based on a real-time
oscilloscope was developed to investigate their capture process at the capture section and to
maximally optimize the e+ intensity. The required specification for the new monitor is to
simultaneously detect the e- and e+ bunches generated in the capture section within the
resolution of pico-second level with a sufficient dynamic range in the time-interval and bunchlength measurements. In this report, the basic design and numerical results based on a modal
analysis of electromagnetic couplings between the SMA-feedthrough and beam are in detail
given.

Detection Principles

(b) Electromagnetic couplings between SMA feedthrough and a thin ring
beam. Inner radius of the coaxial structure: a = 19 mm, ring-beam
radius: b, radii of the SMA inner and outer conductor: bi = 0.9 mm, bo
= 2.05 mm, and the characteristic impedance of the SMA is Z0 = 50 𝛀.
Figure 4: Equivalent circuit of electromagnetic couplings between SMA
feedthrough and coaxial structure. The arrows indicate the couplings
between TEMs (blue), TE and TEM (red), and TM and TEM (green).

Introduction
•

Figure 3:
(a) Schematic drawing of electromagnetic couplings
between SMA feedthrough and coaxial structure.

Analytical Formulation

The SuperKEKB B-factory (SKEKB) is a next generation B-factory that is currently in
operation at KEK. The SKEKB is a e+e- collider with asymmetric energies; it comprises 4
GeV e+(LER) and 7 GeV e-(HER) rings.
The requirements for the injector linac are full energy injection into the SKEKB rings with
the e- and e+ bunch charges of 5 and 4 nC, respectively. The injector linac should deliver
high-current e+ beams to the SKEKB rings.
Since both the electrons and positrons with approximately equivalent amounts of bunch
charges are generated at the target, not only the positrons but also the electrons are
simultaneously captured and accelerated (or decelerated) in the capture section with a certain
time interval that is dependent on the operational condition of the capture section.
It is a challenging to experimentally verify and elucidate complicated beam dynamics for both
positrons and electrons in the capture section in order to fully understand them and to
maximize the e+ intensity under an optimized operation condition.
For this purpose, new beam monitors with not only wideband pickups but also a wideband
detection system were installed at the capture section to simultaneously detect e- and e+
signals during the summer shutdown of 2019.
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(see [2])

(see [3])

Positron Capture Section
•

It is difficult to simultaneously and separately
measure both e- and e+ bunches at the e+ capture
section due to bandwidth of its detection system.
• However, it is important to separately measure both
e- and e+ bunches in order to investigate beam
dynamics in their bunching process and to
maximize the e+ intensity.
• The bunch interval between e- and e+ bunches
spreads 150-250ps strongly depending on operation
condition.
• It should be required to apply an optimization in
multi-dimensional parameters, because a lot of
beam and device parameters may contribute to the
e+ production yield.

Coupling strength formula

Numerical Results
Figure 5: (a) Variations in the input impedance
(TEM and TE modes) as a function of frequency
and the beam size, (b) Variations in that (TEM and
TM modes) as a function of frequency and the
beam size. The subscripts n and maximum m are
fixed to 1 and 5, respectively. The extruding
length is fixed to 1 mm.

Wideband Beam Monitor System
•

Fig. 1 Mechanical structure of the new BPM
spec.
Length

431 mm

Electrode

SMA feedthrough, 4 p.us/ 90 deg symmetry
Protrusion of pin 1 mm, fc > 10 GHz

Inner dia.

38 mm

Flange

KFS-NW40

Figure 6: Variations in the coupling strengths
between the TEM modes as a function of frequency
and the beam size.
Figure 7: Variations in the coupling strengths
between the TEM modes as functions of frequency
and the length. The transverse charge distribution of
𝛔b = 4 mm is fixed.

• Fig. 2 Signal detection system
•
•
•

ZTEM does not depend on frequency, and the higher-order modes arise in order at their corresponding
cutoff frequencies starting from their lowest order.
The input impedances of TE (TM) modes are ZTE ~ 7 x10-3 ~ 5 x10-2 𝝮 (ZTM ~ 7 x10-3 ~ 2 x10-2 𝝮)
depending on frequency and beam size.
The input impedance of TE mode is larger than those of TM mode.

Conclusions
• Total length of coaxial cables should be at minimum.
• 10D coax. cables should be used to reduce high
frequency loss as much as possible.
• However, coax. cables with larger diameter should
not be used, because higher-order modes may be
excited.
• Radiation-hard coax. should be used in the frontend.

Figure 3: Measured S21 -parameters, (a) amplitude and (b) phase, of a
typical coax. cable connected with three different coax. cables in series.

The basic design and numerical results based on a modal analysis for electromagnetic couplings
between SMA-feedthrough electrode and a beam are successfully investigated.
Based on the design parameters, it was verified that the wideband monitor system can work well
in the direct simultaneous detection of e- and e+ bunches.
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